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Abstract

.4

Many issUeshrelated to-the improvement of instruction in

bilingual classrooms Could be more adequately addressed if more

(were known about language use in this context. The study reported

here,.based on an 'extensive corpus of'data collected over a ten

week period, examines differences in pupil languige ose across 4'
. various group settings' of the Classroom: It was found 'that

,

students\tnfrequently used their'weaker.language in the Classroom
j.

for natural communication. A functional analysis of pupil talk,

hoWever, revealed that the weaker langua Was used for a wide

.variety.of communicative fuiictions. I, was also found that group

`setttng had an effect on language use patt rns, suggesting that

decisions made by teachers with regard t 'Osouping strategies can

have a direct effect on student language use.

)1,

4.
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Variation insLanguage Use Patterns in

Two Bilingual Second-Grade Classrooms

Robert D. Milk

The Univer%ity of Texas at San Antonio,

Purpose

The primary purpose of this study was to obtain naturalistic,

descriptive information on languageusd patterns in' bilingual

classrooms, and'to analyze this information in relation to the

types of grouping decisions that are commonly made by teachers.

-Despite the centrality of langutge-related issues in establishing

a rationale for btlingual education, as well as in implementing

bilingual programs, very little is known about the nature/of

language interaction in bilingual clagsrooms. The,bulk of research

conducted in the area of bilingual education overthe past decade
. -

has followed an evaluation approach, focusing primarily on instruc-1,

tional outcomes of Wingual programs, and- 'only secondarily bh the

teaching/learning process itself
,

. Although this product-oriented
s I

approach to research has been necessary due to the highly politicized

context within which.tilingual biculturil programs operate in this

ftcountryitit is only through process-oriented,research that class-

room teachers can learn more about what is taking place in their

`classrooms, and about what types of practices may be more effective

in achieving 'specific aims.
6

The study onjwhich I am reporting provides an in-depth look at

pupil language Use in two bilingual classrooms. It is based on an

ellensive corpus of data, collected over ten weeks of full-time

observation and data/collection in the two classrooms.
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In order to better address issues that are relevant to

practitioners, the.research questions in this study have been

formulated within.a framework that suggests alt atiGe courses

of action for pracititioners -- viz., the ect o teach&

grouping strategies on student language use patternst Decisions

regarding optima) grouping arrangements are among the most funda-

mental that teachers must make on 0 continuous basis. These

decisions take on even-greater importance in bilingual education

classrooms, where' teachers-must deal with different groups based

on language dontinance criteria for-reading, language'arts,*second

language instruction, and subject area, instruction. Moreover,

in programs where dual 'Language development is. an important

there is concern that classrooms bestructured in a way that

students are encouraged to interact in their weak& language,' .1

thus maximizing the potential for second language acquisition to !

take pllie.

At a global level, the basic research questions being explored

in this study were the following:

I. DOlthe language use patterns of studeqs in bilingual
If 7--

_clpsrooms vary depending On the group settings in

which the interaction takes plate?

2. -If differences are evident, what implication) do they

have for language development in each of the two

-languages of the classroom?

$
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Description of Sample

The investigation was carried out in a large, rapidly growing

city in northern California where over 35 percent of the students

are of.Hispanic descent.' Within this, city, bilingual education

programs are, found primarily in schools that have a substantial

minority population. As a rule, they tend to appear in schools

that serve predominantly low SES communities, and the, vast majority

of students enrolled in Spanish/English bilingual, programs in this

area are of Mexican ancestry.

Based on these factors (ethnic background of students and

SES status of the surrounding community) a "typical" elementary

school district containing bilingual education programs was

identified.

Within this district, two second -grade classrooms were

selected based on two criteria: first, that they be located in

a school which contained a fully functioning bilingtia) program-,

for at least grades K-4, and second, that the participating

teachebe experienced bilingual teachers, judged as 'highly

effective" by both their principals and by the district's

bilingual resource teachers.'

Within each classroom, ,a random stratified sample of 11

students was.selected for participation, with an equal numbe
9 r

of students from each of the three lhguage dominance groups

(English dominant, Spanish dominant, and balanced bilingual).

being represented in the sample. (The basis for classifying

students was the Language. Assessment Battery, administered by

the district at the start of the school year.)



Method
I

The methOd being followed forcollecting data involved

I)

naturalistic audio - recording of children as they' pursued their

normal, classroom activity. The'investigator was PreseKduring

all of the recording,:and obtained copious.contextualization

notes to accompany the transcripts. Each participant was

recorded for one fuil school day. The recording procedure
-N,

involved having the students wear a-vest with a small wireless

microphone contained in an inner pocket. The students knew they

ire being recorded, Approximately 80 hours of recordings were

obtained following this procedure.
1

Group setting contrast were made along two dimensions:

(a) group size (i.e. large group vs. small group), iind (b)

instructional mode (teacher-di ected vs. individual work).

The data analysis _procedure involved imposing two 3x2x2
I.

post ,hoc designs-61a age dominance by s#x by group stetting)

on each criterion variable.

Criterion Varfabies

Three criterionvSiables were selected to measure

(
, 1

language use. The first involved "amount of-talk" in the two

languages of the classroom, and was obtained using stopwatches.

The second variable was "complexitylf speech", and was deter-

mined by performing a T-unit analysis of student utterances.

The third aspect of language use examined was "language,functiOns°0

focusing on the uses to which the two langUages oftthe classroom

-a

g
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were put. A speech act categcry system developed by Wood, et al

(1977) was adapted to code student utterancerai tp their 'function.

This systeni contained seven superordinate categories (control,

feeling, infbrming, ritualizing,'imSginini, language to s'lf,

rehearsal speech), and a total-of 78 speech acts (see'Table

An inter-rater reliability of..90 Was established for the system

as a whole using Light's extension of Kappa (Prick an Semmel, 1978).
,... .

Problem

Two problems that we

are worthy of note:

countered in ponducting this resear
%

#7,

1. The first probl -is' related to, the difficulty involved.
% 0

in attempting to sample language behavior. Initial

attempts to set ;?easonable timliperiodin which to

sample student iinguage-usOn each group <setting

were unsuccessful due to the instabilitP f the

variable./Stncel, reliable recording period could

be established, the initial plan4of recording each

student for set periods of time in each group sitti g'"

had to be abandogld in fav r of an alternative st te4gy

Which involved mply obta n4ng the 'Maximum amount'

recordinglmss 'le (set atone full day Or child).

4

le,
Although this t)

1

ative strategy necessitated a change
----z.

41.n design, it dig hate the important advantage of

i'`-- viaing a richer an moreextensivetta pase(than orig

nally envisioned.

c-

Iv

1
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2. A second problem arose during efforts to establish

reliability for each of.& 78 subordinate categories

in the speech ac 6bding system. The majbr difficulty

was created by the lOw'frequency of some of the speech-

acts. Conlsequertly, it was decided to calculate inter-

rater re iabilit (using Light's extension of Karla) for

only the seven s peroMinate categories. For the 78

individual speech acts, a simple percentage of areemen.----

was calcated.

Findings and Ccinclusions

1. The findings obtained in this study.confirmedhe

hypothesis that group settiq affects language use

Numerous differences were reported r lated to language

use in contrasting group settings. The e fect of

group setting ormage use, however,ts erred to be

mediated by teaching style. Pi the clas m where

,

students' were trained to work/toget r i small groups

COakssroom academic talk was ,t prevalent in

small groups; whereas, in the classroom where.the
.

tOcher favored "direct teaching" 'es the primary means

for transmitting knowledge (cl room,Q), the highest

proportion of academic talk occurred in the teacher-

directed instructional' mode.

7

rj

(

St I
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2. De4ite these mediating factors, a consistent finding

throughout was that the small grop.se,tings seemed to

prov e a highly$vorabi context for language use.

In both c rooms there was more talk in the small

4111---

. -

group set

"
ihg (Table 2) as well as a higher frequency

of s acts. Moreover, i(n/the classroom whit favoredpee
,4

small group instruction over large group instructiorkri'

the mean T-unit length of student utterances1 was signi-
,7 )

fiointly greater.

3. The rairge of speech acts ("range" is determined by the

number of different speech acts uttered') was broader

durine individual work than during teachrdirected,

1 truction (Table 3). The implication here is that
u

excessive teacher control' 60 student talk may shave

negative effects on oral language development.

4. One of the most striking findings of this study was

that the weaker language of all student's, including

"bala4ed bilinguals. ", was'infreqUently used in the

classroom for na tgal communication (Table 4). This

fina/ng is of nsidereble interest, given that'the
s 1.

bilingual programs in these two schools placed an

410emphasts on bilingualism as a oal. There are two

4Tactoris that -swered to work against extensive use of
`-'

theiwea er language in t se classrooms:

I

1
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a. Grouping strategies used by the teachers prevented

significant interaction across language dominance

groups in these classrooms. Students were seated

according to their reading group. 'These seating

patterns, which effectively se rated English

'dominant andeSpanish dominant students, werep.
maintained throughout most o the day.

b, There appeared an implicit assumption on the part

of the teachers that_second languaqe acquisition

\tikes place natOrally in bilingual classrooms

without any ed for conscious planning.
I

6

S. T stu t eSe eissrooms used thee weaker

anguage for a v ty different functions*.

Despite the low quahtity talkin the weaker language,

n examination of the'range and content of that talk

reve broad d t cytion of functions over ma

diff rent categorie* over two irds,of

weaker language involved the major communicative`

, funct1ons, whereas less then one-fourth were ofsfh

pseudo-communi tive type e.g.,-rehearsal speech)

commonly p ent during foeinal .econd language

instruction Table 5).

Implicitions

Two major implications for educa)4onal practice can be

dr from( -these findingi:

1

A

A

A.

1

I

-y<

1
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First, to achieve more extensive use of the weaker la 't/age

in bilingual 'tltssrooms, eachers need to develop grouping rategies

that provide both opportunity and need 4or the weaker language if

students to be used for social-interattive purposes. Informal

development of the weaker language during subject matter instr ion

should be pursued, as well as science and math problem- Wing

activities using small groups composed of students fri different

language dominance backgrounds.

Secondly, a significant implication hat can be draWn

.frowthis study is that the btlingpal.classroom context demonstrates

. a tremendous, potential for effective second language devetOpment.
ca

/

The wide ringe of functions for which all stUdents used their

weaker language demonstrates that this kind of environment, if

properly exploited, can provide an ideal context for natural'

acquisition of a second language.

r.
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A". Control Fun:tion

1. wanting:
24 offer:.
3. command:

..4.144suggestion:
5. formulation:

6. permit:
7. intend:
8.

9.

' 10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

query want:
query permissibn:
query intention:
promise:
threat:
warning:

prohibitio
Condition:
contractu

Table 1

Speech Act Category Systema

17. command-v rbalization:
18. assent:
19. refuse:
20. reject:
21. evasion:
22. query justification:
23. justification:

*24. accdie/tattle:
*25. mark possession:

B. Feeling Function
4

"I want some more milk."
"I'll help you fix it." "I know what that means."
"Get. my bike now!"
"Let's read books."
"You're 'sposed to,pickup.yout toys before
you go."

"You can pray with my boat.
"I'm going to the store."
"You wanna play cards?"
"May I use yoUr acissors?o,
"Ale you playing or not?"'"
"I'll always defend you.."

onna tell your mom."
"You'-.e:gonna fall."
"Don't touch my doll."
"If you help me (I'll play ball too)."
"I' INgive you some candy if you let me

ar."

ell her about it o" or "Stop talking
"Sure, Ok."
"No, I won't."
"I don't want to go."
"We'll see." or "I don't know."
".Why did you do it?" _
"Because my mom told me tdr or "It's naughty to
do" Or "Children aren't allowed"to do that.".

"Mis Flores, dl me istd Copiando."
"This'is mine."

have that

right now."'

1. exclamation: - "Wow!" or "Nuts!"
2. expression'of state/ "I feel just terrible today. Or "I really don't

attitude: like that program."
3. query state/attitude: "How do you feel now?" or "What do you think -*

about'Popeye'?"
4. taunt: "You're a real baby."
5. challenge: "I bet I can stay up later than you."
6. approval: "You had a nice idea:"
7. disapproval: "You did a silly thing." 4
8. cajole: "You know how-come on."
9. congrltulate: . "Good for you!" ,

10. commiseration: "I4m sorry yOu were hurt."
11. endeirment: "I'm your best friend."
12. tale-telling: "And then she went to the store and there She

saw my do . . ."

14



Table l' continued.

13. blaming:
14. query blame:
15. .command to apologize

apitlogy:
17. a ee:

18. disagree:
19./reject:

evasion:
condition:-

. query/justification:
3. Justification:

*24. joking /''kidding",
*25 'self-congratulation:,

. .

C. Infofming Function

/' 1.

/4e
/.

ostension:
2. statement:
3. questipn--positive/

negative:
4. content question:,

5. whey question:
;6. query name:
7. response:
8. affirm:
9. deny:

10. reject's

11. evasion:
12. condition:
13. justification:

*14. explain (e.g., whaS
means:

4

"John broke the glass, not me."
"Who wrote onthe wall?"
'Say,youAre sorry."
"I'm sokf5r1 broke your picture."
"I hate him too."
"I think,you're wrong7-he's nice."
(same as control)
(same as control) .

"lid like her if she was
(sallies control)
(sag as control)'
(laughing) "Carlop traecalzOnes
"Look, I finished .

nice 'to me."

puest8."-

"Thaes (pointing) the'car I like."
"I never: hit otherpeople."
"Is that your car?"

"Who runs fastest.in yourneighborhood?"
"Why does he.always win?"
"What's. that thing called ?"

"Bill runs thetfaitest."
"You'ke right."
"No, you're mistaken."
"No, it's not terrible."
(same as coatrol)
(same as'cOntrolY
(sameag control, but wider in scope - includes
vall supporting material) .

happened, or how,t6 do-aomething,.or what 86mA:fling
(to substitute teacher) "First we spell it;.-then
we write it."'

"She said that you're not funny, you're smart."
4

*15. reporting ithat

someone else said)

D/Ritualizing_Function

1. greetings:
2. farewells:
3, turn-taking:

"Hi:"
"See ya' later."
'('And what.do,you,think?" or all nonverbal' cues

signalling the badc Ind fotth flnw.in-conver-
sation

4. call: "Nancy. . ." "Mira, mira" (attention-getting)
5. avaftbility response: "Yeah" "You called me ?"
6. request to repeat: "Say thatagn.0
7. repeat: "I said-'Give it to me."' (other rituals include:-

introducing someone, welcoming a person,
acknowledging another"s new status, and so on.)
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Table continued.

*8. forMulas: "Thankyouvedymuoh."

E. Imagining Function . "
1. commentary, fantasizing (student passes pencil through vest frill)

pretending: . "Mira, estsy cosiendo." 1

L

*j. 'Language to Self

1. reflecttve:, (toe self) "that's an easy way to count "to
2. non-refl0ktive: :

(includes language play)

Rehearsal Speech
. . ,

)

1. exemplifying (e.g., Teacher: "Can you use At in a Sentence?"

.

uel,pg a word in,a Student: "My, dog went,to you.'
sentence) : .

,
.

._

. practice:spe ch (a res- (In ESL class) Teacher: A.ejre you wearing.a
ponse which is evaluated' skirt?"
on basis'Of correct usage: Student: "Yes, I al wearing a Skirt."

,..,

I.

to
0

tegories Tigre addeUby the investigator.
411fr

a
Adapted frOm.Wood'et al.. (1977); which in turn was baied on Wells (1973).

e



TABLE' 2

Ve .
Mean Amo.unt of Talk in,Dominant Language by

Language Dominance and Group Size
st. Lage-broup (LG) vs. S 11, Gpo Up (SG)

..-

\

4____
Lang Dom

SD'

B
4

. ED

Overall

ti

ClasSroOm PJ Classr+

i° 41

LG . SG Pdoled S Pooled'

.f

1
Mean S.D. Mean. S.D. St)ev. 'Mean .4. Mean S.D. -1t-..Dev.

. i

20.0 11.0 41.6 16.4 16.2 . . 11%707,64 13.7 7.8 6.7

8 20.2. 9.6 10.0 7.7 8.7 11.4 2.9 22.2 X0.7 6.8
.

18.3* 14.5 32.6 23.9 16:3 15.1 i3.9 21.1 11.0 9.9

19.5 10.8 34.8 15.4 12.5 5.5 18.8 9.8

.,a Number ,bf seconds talk/i(rminutes BB Balanced bilingual-

SDre= Spanish dominant

. ,

ft*

ED = Eng14,dwinant



TABLE 3

Mean Number of Different Speech Acts Performed in the

'Dominant Language: Tescher-directed (A) vs. IndividualWork (B)

CLASSROOM p

t

A S.D: B S.D.

Pooted ,

St. Dev. A

CLASSROOM Q

S.D. B S.D.

Pooled
.0

St. Day. \
,Span Dom 17. .1-' 33.3 2.3 8.9 16.8 7.6 16.8 3.1 4.5-

,Bal Bil 2.5 6.3 35.5 5.3 8.7 15.0 7.0 21.8 8.3 8.4
. ,

Erig Dom 0 5.7 .33.8 7.6, 8.0 20.3 0.9 35.0 9.6

S.D. = Standard Deviation

,r

9

I

TABLE 4

Mean Amount of Talk in Weaker Language .by, Language Dominance

and Classroom

% -
Span Dom

Bal B-11

Eng Dom

Overall

a = timber
r

,

ir

Classror 't , ,.. ClassrooM Q

Me S.D. Mein S.D.

Pooled

St. Dev.

0.3 0.4

1.2 .. . 1.2
.

'0.1
k

0.5 5.-; .' ,1.1

Deviation

1.2

1.8

0.1

0.3
k,r

l`'

_

0.1

1:. 1.8
ff

of s
r S.D.. = Standardionds talk/10 minutes



TABLE 5

of Language Functions:
Wea er Language of Pupil

(% of Total)

Classroom P

Wkr S.D.

Control 11.6 12.1

t.
Feeling . 3.8 5.9,

,Inforth 30.1 29.2

Ritual 17.3' 30.3,

Imagine . 0.0r

Lang. to lf .6.4 10.2w
Rehearsal Speech '27.5 36.3

C

Clasiroom Q

Wkr S.D.

20.0' 22.4

8.7 15.6

39.5 r.6,

13.0 17.3

0.0 0.t

3.5 5.2

"' 25.5 31%0

S.D. = Standard Deviation."

1


